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ABSTRACT
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Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy 
August, 1999
ce
Modeling moving objects and Iiandling various types of motion queries are 
interesting topics to investigate in the area of video databases. In one type of 
motion queries, motion of multiple objects is specified by the changes in relative 
spatial positions of objects. Answering such kind of queries, that involve motion 
of multiple objects whose identifications cire not specified, requires some type of 
indexing because the time complexity of processing such a query in the absence 
of an index structure is 0{N \l{N  — n)!), where N  is the number of objects in 
the database and n is the number of objects in the query. In this work, we 
propose a spatio-temporal index structure, which we call ,S'M/A7-index, and 
compare its performance against a similar scheme proposed in [18]. The scheme 
presented in [18] consists of a constraint satisfaction algorithm, which is called 
Join Window Reduction (JW R ), combined with a spatial index structure (R*- 
tree). Experimental results indicate thcit SMIST-'mdex outperforms the JW R  
algorithm. Also, SMIST-'mdex is shown to be scalable to increasing number of 
frames and objects.
Key words: Motion, query, video, database, multimedia, spatial, temporal, 
spatio- temporal indexing.
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ÖZET
VİDEO VERİ T A B AN LA R IN D A  H AR EK E T EDEN  
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Tuba Yavuz
Bilgisayar ve Enformatik Mühendisliği, Yüksek Lisans 
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Özgür Ulusoy 
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Video veri tabanı alanında, hareketli nesnelerin modellenmesi ve çeşitli hareket 
sorgularının cevaplanması oldukça ilgi çeken bir araştırma konusu olmuştur. 
Hareket sorgularının bir çeşidinde birden fazla nesnenin hareketleri birbirlerine 
göre olan yerlerindeki değişiklikle ifade edilmektedir. Birbirlerine göre uzay- 
sal ilişkileri belirtilmiş fakat kimlikleri belirtilmemiş nesnelerden oluşan bu 
tip sorguların cevaplanması özel bir indeks yapısının kullanılmasını gerektirir. 
Bunun nedeni, böyle bir sorgunun herhangi bir indeks yapısı kullanılmaksızın 
cevaplanmasmın hesaplama karmaşıklığı 0{N \l{N  — n)\) olnicisıdır. Burada N 
veri tabanındaki nesne sayısını, n ise sorguda bulunan nesne sayısını gösterir. 
Biz bu çalışmada SMlST-indeks diye isimlendirdiğimiz uzaysal ve zamansal 
bir indeks yapısı geliştirdik. Bu indeks yapısının performansını incelediğimiz 
sorgu çeşidinin cevaplanması için önerilmiş bir yöntemle ([18]) karşılaştırdık. 
Deney sonuçları SMIST-indeks yapısının kcirşılaştırdığımız yöntemden daha iyi 
bir performans sergilediğini gösterdi. Ayrıca, yapılan deneylerde önerdiğimiz 
indeks yapısının artan çerçeve ve nesne sayısı karşısında disk ulaşım sayısında 
keskin artışlar göstermediği saptanmıştır.
Anahtar kelimeler: Hareket, sorgu, video, veri tabanı, çoklu ortam, uzaysal, 
zamansal, uzaysal-zarnansal indeksleme.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The tyi^e of data stored in database systems is no longer only alphanumeric 
but also image, audio and video. This is the natui’cd consequence of emerging 
use of multimedia database systems in application dorriciins such as surveil­
lance systems, medicine, entertainment, and educcition. However, since new 
data types bring their own requirements such as large storage requirement and 
excessive content processing, in order to achieve effective use of multimedia 
data a number of design issues such as data modeling, query formulation, a.nd 
efiicient retrieval should be reconsidered.
Multimedia data requires excessive processing and a detailed modeling of 
its content. This is because it is rich in content and this fact is also stressed 
by the well-known sciying “A picture worths a thousand words” .
Two main approaches have been followed for retrieval of multimedia da.ta. 
These approaches are Ccilled annotation-based retrieval and content-based re­
trieval. Annotation-based retrieval failed to be the appropriate paradigm for 
designing systems that utilize the information hidden in the database as much 
as possible. In [13], the reason for that is explained as follows:
Multimedici objects, such as images, have many different attributes 
that could be of interest-there is no way that any tag could hope to 
Ccipture them all. The trick, in any cipplication context, is to identify 
commonly used characterizcitions and to build tags based on these.
1
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Even so, there is loss of information.
The iDaper concludes that queries should be posed to objects themselves not 
to the tags. To put in other words, retrieval should be by content. Researchers, 
having realized the need for content-based retrieval, have developed various 
systems providing content-based retrieval of multimedia data. Some examples 
are [13], [1], cind [8].
Content-based retrieval is a huge research area, which ha.s a numl:)er of com­
ponents such as preprocessing, delta modeling, and indexing. The work pre­
sented in this thesis corresponds to content-based indexing lor video databases. 
We propose a new spatio-temporal index structure. Such an index can facil­
itate answering queries in which the motion of multiple objects is defined in 
terms of the change in objects’ relative spatial positions and the identities of 
the objects are undefined. We compare the performance of our query execution 
model that uses the proposed index structure with the framework presented in 
[9], which is the only work that deals with the same type of query as the one 
we are interested in our work.
In [18], Papadias et al. used binary string encoding scheme for 1-D rehitions. 
The scheme allows automatic derivation of similarity degree between spatial 
structures. Structural similarity queries are handled using this scheme. R*- 
trees are used as the index structure. A constraint Scitisfaction algorithm, 
which is called forward checking with variable reordering [6], is used to reduce 
the search space. The main idea behind the constraint satisfaction algorithm 
is that as each variable is instantiated, the search space for the uninstcintiated 
variables is restricted according to the constraints of the instcintiated one.
In our work, we propose a new spatio-temporal index structure which is 
bcised on B-1—trees. We use topological-directional relations to represent the 
spatial relations between objects. The index structure we propose organizes 
the search space first according to spatial dimension cUid then according to 
temporal dimension. We also propose a query execution algorithm that uses 
our index structure efficiently. The algorithm consists of a filter step and a 
refine step. In the filter step, by using the spatial constraints in the query, time 
intervals that possibly include answer(s) to the query are selected. Then in the
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refine step, the datci corresi^onding to the filtered time intervals is analyzed 
and all the S23atial constraints are checked to find exact matches.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chcipter 2, we summa­
rize the related work. The new index structure we jDi'opose is explained in 
detail in Chai^ter 3. Chaf)ter 4 describes the algorithm we developed for query 
execution. Implementation details are explained in Chapter 5. Experimental 
settings and the results obtained are provided in Chapter 6. Finally, in Chapter 
7 conclusions and future work are discussed.
Chapter 2
Related Work
Modeling moving objects has attracted attention of researchers sjnce motion 
of objects can serve as a valuable source of information that can be used to 
handle video sequences in multimedia databases. Majority of the work that 
has been done on motion analysis belongs to the signal processing field. The 
research in this field has enabled shot change detection [7], video segmentation 
[4], [17], [20], [21], camera motion extraction [2], [15], [7], and tracking moving 
objects [7] which provides valuable information that can be used for answering 
queries of video database users regarding motion.
Apart from these studies which focus on preprocessing of raw data to extract 
information regarding motion, there has also been research on modeling moving 
objects [10], [14], motion query formulation [1], and spatial indexing lor motion 
queries [18].
In [10], Dimitrova et al. focus on both recovery of motion inlbrmation and 
its use for classification and query processing. Therefore, their work covers 
both motion cinalysis in digital video and information modeling and retrieval, 
liesides storing physiccil information of video, they use the spatial and temporal 
properties of objects to derive the conceptucil video data type. They define an 
algebraic model for rnultjmedia data. In addition, their model is comi^leted 
with an cilgebraic query language called EVA. EVA has the ability to deal 
with spatial and temporal dimensions of multimedia objects. As a result users
can formulate queries regarding motion of objects using EVA. The authors 
think that a knowledge-base, which includes all necessary rules, constrciints 
and procedures, should be used to associate object trajectory representcitions, 
which is obtained as a I'esult of the low-level motion analysis steps (motion 
detection and motion tracing), with the domain dependent “activities” . For 
instance, for an cipplication domain which includes only Ccirs as the moving 
ol)jects, a specific activity such as driving straight can be defined. EVA is 
further extended with a graphical user interface that uses a query language 
called VEVA. VEVA is a visual query language so that users can visually 
express their queries. As <ui example, a query, in which the path of an object 
is specified by drawing it, can be posed.
In [1], motion is considered as a primary attribute and differentiated as 
Ciirnera (global) motion and an object (loccil) motion. Since combination of 
the camera motion and object motion produces the recorded scenes, in order 
to capture the real motion of the object, camera’s motion should be subtracted. 
This separation cilso helps explicit capture of camera motion so tha.t shots in 
which particular types of camera operations performed Ccui be retrieved. In 
their query formulation system prototype, which is called MovEase (Motion 
Video Attribute Selector), users are provided with querying by visual descrip­
tions. It is discussed in the paper thcit this way is more effective for describing 
different kinds of motion, particular paths of object movement and combina­
tion of different motion types than in the case expressing with keywords and 
relational operators. The graphical user interface of MovEase consists of three 
regions: icon catalog browser, query builder, and result browser. User can 
select objects and motion types from the icon catalog browser and formulates 
a query in the query builder. Results are displayed in the result browser. 
'I'lie query system performs both exact match and fuzzy matching. The user 
Ccui specify camera motion and associate motion information such as speed 
and path for each object. Objects with similar motion characteristics can be 
grouped. Scenes that are composed of multiple camera motions can also be 
queried.
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In [14], a qualitative way of representing object trajectory and relative 
spatio-temporal relationships between moving objects is introduced. Strict
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directional relations (north, south, west, and east) and mixed directional rela­
tions (northeast, northwest, southeast, and southwest) cU'e used for trajectory 
representation. To represent the spatial relations between moving objects, com­
bination of directional and topological relations are used. Directional rehvtions 
consist of strict directional relations, mixed directional relations, and positional 
relations (left, right, above, cuid below). Topological relations are the eight 
fundcimental topological relations that can hold between two planar regions. 
They are specified by Egenhofer [11] as disjoint, contains, inside, meet, equal, 
covers, covered-by, and overlap. Additionally, both exact nicitch and fuzzy 
match algorithms are given for trajectories and spatio-temporal rehrtions of 
moving objects. Li et al. have integrated their moving object model in an 
Object Oriented Database Management system called T IG U K A T  [14].
In [18], Felpadlas et al. provide a framework for structural media simi­
larity. Motion queries are considered as a sequence of structural similarity 
queries where the set of objects is the Scirne for each step. Here the word 
“structural” refers to the spatial relations among the objects in a multimedia 
document. Binary string encoding is used for ID relations. This encoding Ccin 
be extended to multiple resolution levels and dimensions. Furthermore, since 
similarity measures can be automatically derived from this encoding, fuzzy 
queries are also supported. Given a motion query, which consists of object 
spatial relationship constraints valid for subsequent frames, a constraint sat­
isfaction cilgorithm (forward checking with dynamic Vciriable reordering) that 
is combined with R*-trees is applied. Detailed description of the framework is 
given in Section 2.1.
Our work deviates from the others except [18], as we consider multiple object 
motion queries in which object identities are undefined. The niciin difference 
between [18] and our work is that we use a spatio-temporal index while they 
use a spatial access method (R*-tree). Using a spatial access method requires 
examining each frame separately. However, a spatio-temporal index does not 
only eliminates objects which do not satisfy spatial consti'ciints but also elim­
inates frame sequences which do not include similar positioning of objects as 
specified in the query. Another difference is that in [18] spatial relations be­
tween each object is repreisented by ID strings in each dimension while we use
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the combination of topological and directional relations, which are also used in
2.1 A Framework for Querying Structural Sim­
ilarity
In [18], Papadias et al. have analyzed the query type that involves the retrieval 
of a set of objects each of which is related to the others by a spatial constraint. 
They present a unified framework for structural similcirity. This framework 
permits the definition of any type of spatial relation and automatic derivation 
of similarity measures.
In this framework, objects’ spatial relations between each other ¿ire ex­
pressed in each dimension sepcirately. For representing one dimensioned spatial 
relations, ID relations are used. Given a reference interval [a, 6], nine regions 
of interest are identified:
1. (—oo, a — b)
2. [a — S,a — 6]
3. (a — 6, a)
4. [a,a]
5. (a, 6)
6. [b, h]
7. ib,b + 6)
8. [b+6 ,b  +  6]
9. (6 +  6 ,+ 6 )
For each of the above regions the binary Vciriables r ,s ,t ,u ,v ,io ,x ,y ,z  are 
assigned, respectively. Figure 2.1 illustrates the association of these varicd l^es 
with the above regions.
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a b
l:‘’igure 2.1: Nine region of interest for ID reliition representation
t u У
f'’igure 2.2; Relative positioning of the intervals [-3,8] and [5,7]
Given an interval [c,d], a ID relation is constructed by setting the Vcdue 
of each variable according to the result of intersection between [c, d] cuid the 
corresponding region for that variable. For example, the ID relation between 
[3,8] and [5,7] is ”011111100” in the case of S — 2. Figure 2.2 illustrates 
intersecting points of these two intervals.
In this framework, degree of the similarity is found by calculating the dis­
tance of ID relations in each dimension and summing them up. Figure 2.3 
shows the algorithm that Ccilculates the distance between two ID rehitions.
In this work, structural similarity queries cire formalized as a 
strain! scitisfaction problem [16]. It consists of:
con-
1. A set of n variables Oq, o i , ..., o„_i, which are objects that appear in the 
query.
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A lg o rith m  distance(lD relation si,ID  relation s2)
1 set 5 I O R s2 to s
2 initialize distance to 0
3 for each binary variable b G {r, s, t, n, w, x, j/, z)  do
4
6
7
if sl.b  = =  0 then
distance — distance +  1 
if  s2.b = =  0 then
distance =  distance +  1
Figure 2.3: The algorithm for finding the distance between two ID relations
2. For each variable o*· a finite domain Di of size N, which is the number of 
objects in the frame, exists, it is assumed that idl domains are identical.
3. F'or each pair of variables o,· and o,·, a sj^atial constraint C j/, which is 
expressed in terms of a set of ID relations, exists.
One of the algorithms that has been proposed for solving constraint satisfac­
tion problem is forward checking [5]. It has been shown that it outperforms the 
other constraint satisfaction algorithms for a wide range of problems [6]. The 
forward checking cilgorithm prunes the domain of variables o,+i,o,+'2, 
when Oi is instanticited. Therefore, when the first ?7?,, 1 <  m < n, variables are 
instantiated, the values of Oo,Oi, ...,o„i_i constitute a partial solution. Besides, 
the domain of the uninstantiated variables include values that rriciy lead to a 
complete solution. After applying the Check Forward algorithm, if an empty 
donicun results, then the value of o«· is cancelled and domain values of the vari­
ables o ,+ i,o ,+ 2, are restored. If the values in the domain of variable Oi
becomes exhausted, the algorithm returns to the previous variable, «¿ -i, and 
assigns a new value to it.
Check forward algorithm is enhanced with a technique called Dynamic Value 
Reordering (DVR) [6]. Dynamic Value Reordering helps the check forxoardulgo- 
ritlirn in choosing the next variable to be instantiated. To minimize the search 
path, it reorders the uninstantiated variables according to their domain size. 
As a result the variable with the smallest domain size becomes the next Vciri- 
able to be instantiated. Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show the Forward checking 
with dxynamic variable reordeinng algorithm.
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A lg o rith m  FC-DVO{Quevy q)
1 for j  =  0 to 72 — 1 do
2 domain[0][j] — D
3 i =  0
4 w hile (True)
5 for each value Uj € dornain[i][i] do
6 set instantiations[i] to Uj
7 if 7 =  n — 1 then
8 output instantiations
9 else
10 if check-forward(i) then
11 DVR(i + 1 ,7 2 -1 )
12 i =  i +  l
Figure 2.4: Instcintiation algorithm
Algorithm check-forward{mt i)
1 for j  = 7 + 1 to 72 — 1 do
dornain[i + l][j] = <¿07-720772[7] [j]
for each value Uj G domain[i + l][j] do
if distance(Cij, R{instantiations[i],Uj)) > 0 then 
domain[i + l][j] = domain[i + l][j] — Uj
6 if dornain[i + l][j] is empty then
7 return False
8 return True
Figure 2.5: Check Forward algorithm
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Domain of each variable in each instantiation level is kept in the domain 
table. It is of size n x n x N. At the beginning of the FC-DVO algorithm, 
domain of all the variables {domain[Qi\[j]) is initicilizecl to the whole search 
space, i.e., all the objects in the image.
Pcipadias et ah, have developed three algorithms tor answering structural 
similarity queries. These algorithms are called Mrdtilevel Fonuard Checking, 
Windoiu Reduction, and Join Window Reduction. The authors use R-trees in 
order to make their design to be cipplicable to large spatial chitabases. Accord­
ing to their experiments. Join Window Reduction algorithm outperforms the 
others. Therefore, we will compare our proposed scheme with their scheme that 
uses the Join Window Reduction algorithm. Before going on to describe the 
Join Window Reduction algorithm, we want to give some information about 
the other algorithms since they use some common methods.
The Multilevel Forward Checking algorithm performs rnulti-Wciy spatial self­
join. By using the enclosure property of the R-trees, it is decided to move to 
the lower level of the tree or not. This is because if two intermediate levels do 
not intersect then the Minimum Bounding Rectangles (M BRs) below them do 
not intersect, either.
The spatial constraint (7q· is used when two variables are instcintiated. How­
ever, lor the intermediate nodes and leaf nodes of the tree this constrciint can­
not be used in deciding on whether next level should be followed or not. For 
this reason, internal node bounding conditiom cind leaf bo unding conditions are 
used at intermediate levels and leaf level, respectively. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 show 
the internal node bounding conditions and Tables 2.3 and 2.4 show the leaf 
bounding conditions according to a given ID relation.
Since the constraints between intermediate nodes are in generiil too loose, a 
large number of intermediate nodes are visited in the Multilevel Forward Check­
ing algorithm. An alternative algorithm, Ccilled Window Reduction algorithm, 
uses data MBRs in instantiating the variables and employs forward checking 
with R-trees to efficiently prune the domains. Since data MBRs are assigned to 
instantiations of variables the domain table shrinks to 2D from 3D and its size 
l)ecomes n x n. When the variable 0{ is instantiated. Check algorithm.
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ID Relation Bounding Condition
i x x x x x x x x Ni-l < Nj.u — 8
O IX X X X X X X Ni.l < Nj.u -  8
O O lX X X X X X N{.1 < Nj.u
OOOIXXXXX Ni.l <  Nj.u
OOOOIXXXX N{.1 <  Nj.u
OOOOOIXXX Ni.l < Nj.u
OOOOOOIXX IV(. 1 <c Nj.li b
00000001X Ni.l <  Nj.u +  8
000000001 Ni.l unlimited
Table 2.1: Internal node bounding condition for left most bit
ID Relation Bounding Condition
X X X X X X X X l Ni. u ^  N j .1 -\- b
X X X X X X X IO Ni.u >  Nj.l +  8
X X X X X X lO O Ni.u > Nj.l
XXXXXIOOO Ni.u >  Nj.l
XXXXIOOOO Ni.u >  Nj.l
XXXIOOOOO Ni.u >  Nj.l
XXIOOOOOO Ni.u > Nj.l — 8
XIOOOOOOO Ni.u >  Nj.l — 8
100000000 Ni.u unlimited
Table 2.2: Internal node bounding condition for right most bit
updates domain of the uninstantiated variables •••,<^ »1.-1 lo windows
whose bounds are decided according to the domain window bound conditions 
given in Tables 2.5 and 2.6. At the beginning of the algorithm, domains of all 
the Vciriables are set to the universal spcice.
In Window Reduction algorithm, in order to instantiate the first variable 
whole universe is searched. Instead of instantiating the first variable in the 
whole universe, the hrst two variables can be instantiated by using a pairwise 
spaticil join. Then window reduction can be used to instantiate the rest of 
the variables. This execution plan is called Join Window Reduction algorithm. 
Figure 2.6 presents the algorithm.
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ID Relation Bounding Condition
I X X X X X X X X Ni.l < N [ j ] . u - S
O IX X X X X X X Ni.i <  A^[i].u -  6,Ni.l >  7V[i]./ -  6
O O lX X X X X X Ni.l < N[j].u,Ni.l > N[j].l -  6
OOOIXXXXX N.l  < N[j].u,Ni.l > N[j].l
OOOOIXXXX Ni.l < N[j].u,Ni.l > N[j].l
OOOOOIXXX Ni.l < N[j].u,Ni.l > N[j].l
OOOOOOIXX Ni.l <N[ j ] .u  +  S,Ni.l > N[j].l
0000000IX Ni.l <  /V[i].n +  6,Ni.l > 7V[i]./ +  6
000000001 Ni.l > N[j].l +  S
Table 2.3; Leaf node bounding condition for left most bit
ID Relation Bounding Condition
X X X X X X X X l Ni.u > N[j].l +  6
X X X X X X X IO Ni.u > N[j].l +  6,Ni.u <  +  S
X X X X X X lO O Ni.u > N[j].l,Ni.u < N[j].u +  S
XXXXXIOOO Ni.ic > AiIj ]./, Ni.u <  iV[y].ri
XXXXIOOOO Ni.u >  A^[i]./, Ni.u <
XXXIOOOOO Ni.u > N[j].l, Ni.u <
XXIOOOOOO Ni.u > — 8, Ni.u < N[j].u
XIOOOOOOO Ni.u >  N[j].l — 8, Ni.u <  A^[jf].u — 8
100000000 Ni.u < N[k].u — 8
Table 2.4: Leaf node bounding condition for right most bit
ID Relation Bounding Condition
I X X X X X X X X Wi.l =  -o o
O IX X X X X X X ,O O lX X X X X X Wi.l =  Ni.l -  8
OOOIXXXXX,OOOOIXXXX Wi.l =  Nj.l
000001XXX,0000001XX Wi.l =  Nj.u
00000001X,000000001 Wi.l =  Nj.u +  8
Table 2.5: Domain window bound conditions for left most bit
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ID Relation Bounding Condition
X X X X X X X X l Ni.u =  + 00
X X X X X X X 1 0 ,X X X X X X 1 0 () Wi-u =  NjA.1, +  S
X X X X X 10 00 ,X X X X 1 000 0 Wi-u =  Nj.u
XXX100000,XX1000000 Wi.u = Nj.l
XIOOOOOOO,100000000 Wi.u =  Nj.l -  S
Table 2.6: Domain window bound conditions for right most bit
A lg o rith m  JlT7?(Query q)
1 for j  =  0 to ?7 — 1 do
2 dornui7i[l][j] =  U f* E is the Universell Space
3 instantiate the first two variables using multi way spatial join
4 i =  1
5 w hile (True)
() if i = =  1 then
7 get next pair of instantiations of the first variables
8 else
9 get newvalue from domainWindow[i\\i\
10 if newvalue =  NULL  then
11 i ^ i - l
12 if distance{Cij, R(iiistantiations[i],neiovalue)) =  0 then
13 instantiations[i] =  newvalue
14 i f  i = =  -  1 then
1.5 output instantiations
16 else
17 if window-reduction(i) then
18 W indow z)vo(i+f )n·!)
19 i = i + l
Figure 2.6: Join window reduction cilgorithm
Chapter 3
Index Creation
Designing an index structure for spciticil relationships of video objects requires 
consideration of both spatial and temporal dimensions due to the temporal 
nature of video data. Considering this cispect, our index structure, which we 
call SMIST-'uxdax (Spatial Maxiiricd Intersecting Interval Sets Tree) aims to 
orgcinize video data both spatially cind temporally. Our index classifies the data 
first according to spatial properties and then cxccording to temporal properties 
of the data. We will follow this order in describing the construction of our index 
structure. Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 explain these two stey^s, respectively. In 
order to clarify the construction of SMIST-index we will use the example frame 
sequence given in Figure 3.1.
3.1 Spatial Organization
L3efore explaining the classification of data according to spatial properties, we 
|)resent the formalism we use lor representing the spatial relationships between 
objects in Subsection 3.1.1. Then in Subsection 3.1.2, we describe the way 
,S'yV/hS’7'-index partitions data according to its spatial properties.
15
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3.1.1 Spatial Representation
We assume that objects are 2-dimensional and hcive rectcinguhu· shapes. It 
is an accepted convention to represent object boundaries with their minimum  
bounding rectangles in spatial applications [19].
We choose to use 8 directional and 8 topological relations whose definitions 
are based on Allen’s temporal interval relationships [3]. Table 3.1 lists Allen’s 
temporal interval relationships, and Tables 3.2 and 3.3 list directional and 
topological relations and their definitions in terms of Allen’s temporal intervcd 
relationships, respectively. In Table 3.1, [¿j·, Ci] denotes an interval where s,; is 
the starting point and Cj is the ending point of that interval. In Tables 3.2 
and 3.3, Oi denotes an object with identification number i while [.Ti ,.T2]o, and 
[i/i jf/'ijo, denote the extent of object o*· on the x and y dimensions, respectively. 
The set notation used in Definition column of Table 3.3 represents disjunction 
of all the relations in the set. For example, [x\,.,X2]oi {l^pnjf.ci, X2]o2 equivcilent 
to [xi ,X2]oM^UX 2]o2 V [x u X2]oiMAU^2]o2·
Relationship Symbol Inverse C o n d i t io n
[si,ei] before [52, 62] b bi 6i <  52
[si, ei] meets [52, 62] m m i 61 = 5 2 - 1
[51, Cl] overlaps [52, 62] 0 oi 6*1 <  6‘2 A  S2 <
¡51, ei] during [52, 62] d di 5i >  52 A  6i <  62
[51, 61] starts [52, 62] s si Si =  6*2 A  Cl <  62
[51, 6i] finishes [52, 62] f fi 5i >  52 A  61 =  62
[51, 61] equal [52, 62] e e 5 i =  52 A  6 i =  62
Table 3.1: Intervcil Relationships
Let S denote the set of 8 directional relations and null (for no directioiml 
relation),
S -- [norths south, east, west, northeast, northwest, southeast, southwest, null} 
and T denote the set of 8 topological relations,
T =  [equal, inside, coiTtain, cover, coveredby, overlap, touch, disjoint}.
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a) Frame 1 b) Fi'cime 2
c) Frame 3 d) Frame 4
c) Frame 5 d) Frame 6
Figure 3.1: Data for moving objects a, b, c, and d
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Relation Definition
oi south 02 * 1, X'ijoi {d,di,s,si,f,fi,e}[xi, X2]o2 A [?/i, 2/2)01 {b ,m ) [î/i, 2/2)02
o\ north 02 [a-'i,^ 2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,e}[a:i,X2)o2 A [2/1, 2/2)01 {b i,m i)[2/ i , 2/2)02
oj west 02 rci,;c2)oi{b,m }[a;i,0:2)02 A [2/1, 2/2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,e}[2/ j , 2/2)02
Ol (Ycist O2 [a-’ i , 0:2)01 {b i,m i}[x i,0:2)02 A [2/ 1, 2/2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,ii,e}[2/ i , 2/2)02
oj south-west 02 ([•0:1, .0:2)01 {b,m}[.'Ci, 0:2)02 A [2/ 1, 2/2)01 {b ,m ,o}[2/i, 2/2)o2)V 
(¡0:1, o:'2]oi {o)[o:,, 0:2)02 A [2/ 1, 2/2)01 {b ,m )[2yi, 2/2)02)
0| south-ecist 02 ([0:1,0:2)01 {bi,rni}[o:i,0:2)02 A[2/i, 2/2)01 {b,m,o}[2/i,2/2)0,) V 
(¡0:1,0:2)01 {oi}[a:i, 0:2)02 A [2/1,2/2)01 {b,m}[2/1, y2]02)
Oi north-west 02 ([a:i,* 2)01 {b ,m }[o :i,0:2)02 A[2/ i , 2/2)01 {bi,m i,oi}['i/i,2/2)02) V 
(¡0:1, .o:2]oi {o}[o;i, ^ 2)02 A [2/1, 2/2)01 {b i,m i)[2/i, 2/2)02)________
6>| north-east 02 ([.г·ı,^2)01 {bi,mi}[.'Ci,.'1-2)02 A[2/i , 2/2)01 {bi,m i,oi}[2/ i , 2/ 2)02) V 
(¡0:1, .'r2]oi {oi}[x-i,.T2)o2 A [2/1, 2/2)01 {b i,m i)[2/ 1, 2/2)02)
Table 3.2: Definition of Directioiicil Relations
Ccirtesian product of the sets S and T  includes the elements which are im­
possible to occur relationships such as equal-north, inside-northwest, etc. Let 
I  denote the set of such impossible topological-directional relations; S'I\ which 
will be used to denote the set of all possible topological-directional relations, 
can be defined as
ST =  S x T - I
or
ST =  {equal — null, inside — null, contain — null, cover — null, coveredby — 
null, overlap—null, touch—north, touch—south, touch—east, touch—west, touch- 
northwest, touch — northeast, touch — southioest, touch — southeast, disjoint — 
north, disjoint—south, disjoint—east, disjoint—west, disjoint—northwest, disjoint- 
northeast, disjoint — southwest, disjoint — southeast}
3.1.2 Spatial Partitioning
On the basis of the definitions given in the previous subsection, we provide 
the following formulation for spatio-temporal data on which SMIST-index is 
constructed.
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Figure 3.2: Spatio-temporal relations for data in Figure 3.1
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Relation Definition
Oi equal 02 [a:i,^ C2]oi{e}[3^ i,3:2)02 A [y i, 2^)01 {e}[yi, 2^]02
Oi inside 02 [a:i,X2]oi{d}[.Xi,.T2]o2 A [?/i,?/2]oi{d}[?/i,7/2)02
oi contain 02 [xi,.T2)oi{di}[a:i,0:2)02 A [2/ 1, 2/2)01 {di}[?/i, 1/2)02
Oi overlap 02 ([3:1,3:2)01 {o,oi} [0:1,0:2)02
A [2/1,2/2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,e,o,oi}[2/1,2/2)02) V
([3;i, 3:2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,e,o,oi}[o:i, 0:2)02 
A [2/1,2/2)01 {o,oi}[2/1 >2/2)02) ____
o\ cover 02 ([3:1,3:2)01 {d i}[0:1,0:2)02 A [2/1,2/2)01 {fi,si,e}[2/i,2/2)02) V 
([a:i,0:2)01 {e}[0:1,0:2)02 A [2/1,2/2)01 {di,fi,si}[2/1,2/2)02) V
(¡3:1, ■ ^2)oi{fi,si}[0:1,0:2)02 A [2/1,2/2)01 {di,fi,si,e}[2/1,272)02)
O] coveredby 02 ([3:1,3:2)01 {d }[o :i,0:2)02 A [2/1,7/2)01 {l> ,e}[2/i,2/2)02) V 
(¡3’^ i , 3:2)01 {e}[3: i , 0:2)02 A  [t/i , 2/2)01 {d,F,s}[2/1,2/2)02) V
( [3:1,3:2)01 {f,s}[o :i,0:2)02 A  [2/1,2/2)01 { d ,f ,s ,e } [2/1,2/2)02)
Oi touch 02 ([3:1,3:2)01 {m ,m i}[0:1,0:2)02 A 
[171,2/2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,o,oi,m,rni,e}[2/1,2/2)02) V 
([3:1,3:2)01 {d,di,s,si,f,fi,o,oi,in,mi,e}[:i:i, 0:2)02 
A [7/1,2/2)01 {m ,m i)[2/1,2/2)02)______  ___
oi disjoint 02 [3:1,3:2)01 {b,bi}[3:1,0:2)02 V [7/1,2/2)01 {b,bi}[?7i, 2/2)
Table 3.3: Definition of Topological Relations
Definition 3.1 A spatio-temporal relation is a .5-tuple (oi, 02, Zdj·, s, e) which 
specifies the spatial relation between two objects at a specified interval, where
• Oi and 02 are object identities,
• tcli is a topological-directional relation (tdi G ST),
• s is the starting frame number and e is the ending frame number.
Figure 3.2 shows the spatio-temporal relations for the example data in Figure 
3.1. In this figure, data is illustrated in grid format. Each cell x ,y  of the 
grid, represents the topological-directional relation between objects x cind y, 
which is valid during an interval. For exanqsle, the data (d -w ,l,4) in grid (a, b) 
shows that object a is to the west of object b and being disjoint to b during the 
Frame interval [1,4), and it corresponds to spatio-temporal relation (a ,6,d-w ,l,4) 
according to Definition 3.1.
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Relation Type
disjoint-west
disjoint-east
disjoint-northwest
disjoint-southeast
disjoint-north
disjoint-south
disjoint-northeast
disjoint-southwest
Spatio-Temporal Relation Set
{(a ,6 ,d -w ,l,4),(c ,d ,d -w ,l,2),(a ,c ,d -w ,5 ,5)}
{(6 ,g ,d -e ,l ,4),(d ,c ,d -e,l,2),(c ,g ,d -e,5 ,5)}
{(g,(/,d-nw ,l,4),(g,c,d-nw ,2,4),(6,d,d-nw ,4,4),
(g,c,d-nw ,6,6)}
{(f/,g ,d-se,l,4),(c,g,d-se,2,4),(d ,6,d-se,4,4),
(c,g,d-se,6,6)}
{(g ,c ,d -n ,l,l) ,(6 ,d ,d -n ,l,3 )}
{(c ,g ,d -s ,l,l) ,(d ,6 ,d -s ,l,3 )}
{(6,c,d-ne,l,6),(6,g,d-ne,5,6),((/,g ,d-ne,5,6),
(d,c,d-ne,3,6),(6,(:/,d-ne,5,6)}
{(c ,6 ,d -sw ,l,6 ) ,(g ,6 ,d-sw ,5 ,6 ),(g,f/,d-sw ,5 ,6 ),
(c,d,d-sw,3,6),(d,6,d-sw,5,6)}
Table 3.4: SMIST-'index for data in Figure 3.1 after the first step of its con­
struction
SMITS constructs a tcible, whose size is equal to the Ccirdinality of S7' and 
assigns an index for each topologiccil-directional relation (for each element of 
S I)  and adds each spatio-temporal relation to the corresponding entry of the 
table. Table 3.4 shows the table which is constructed lor the data in Figure 
3.1. Since only the topological-directional relations (disjoint-west, disjoint-east, 
disjoint-northwest, disjoint-north, disjoint-south, disjoint-northwest, disjoint- 
southeast, disjoint-northwest, disjoint-southwest) exist between the objects 
in fTgure 3.1, only the entries corresponding to these relations cire shown. 
'Fhe entry for disjoint-west, for instance, consists of (g ,6 ,d -w ,l,4),(g ,c,d -w ,5 ,5), 
and (c,f/,d-w ,l,2) which are all the spatio-temporal relations that represent the 
disjoint-west relation between the objects in Figure 3.1.
3.2 Temporal Organization
At the second step of the construction of SMIST-'mdex, we construct an interval 
tree lor each topological-directional relation type, di’his interval tree, which is 
our proposal, is Ccilled MIS-tvee (M axim al Intersecting Intervcii Sets). The 
main idea of constructing MIS-tvee is partitioning the time dimension into 
intervals.
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A lg o r ith m  ProduceCommonTimeIntervals{R)
R is ¿1 set of spatio-temporal relations
1 merge starting cind ending frame numbers cind place them in list L
2 set maximum of L to max
3 set minimum of L to min
4 for m =  min to max do
5 produce an empty maximal set with common time interval [m,m]
6 for each spatio-temporal relation (oi,Oj,tdk.,s,e) 6  R do
7 for each m,aximal set M do
8 if  [.s, e] intersects common time interval of M  th en
9 add (oi,O j,tdk,s,e) to M
10 so7't the maximal sets according to their common time intervals
11 set M  to the first maximal set
12 while M  is not the last maximal set do
13 if  M = n ex t maximal set th en
14 set ending point of common time intei'val of M  to the ending 
point of common time interval of the next maximal set
15 remove the next maximal set
16 set M  to the next maximal set
Figure 3.3: The algorithm for production of maximal sets
[sO, Co], [iii, Cl], ..
which will be Ccilled common time intervals, and producing ci maximal set M,·, 
whose elements are spatio-temporal relations, for each common time interval
(0 <  z <  n) on the basis of the following definition.
Definition 3.2 A maximal set M , with common time intei'val < Sc,Cc > , is 
a. set of spatio-temporal 1'elations satisfying the following conditions:
1. For each spatio-temporal relation d < 0i , 02,tdi,s,.e >  G M , s <  Sc and
e >  tc-
2. For each spatio-temporal relation d < 0i , 02,td i,s ,e  > , s <  Sc and e >  
e, d e  M.
Given the spatio-temporal relations di,d2, ...,dm, common time intervals 
[.So, Co], [s i,e i],... ,[s,i, e„]_and the corresponding maximal sets Ado, M\,..., M,^  
are produced using the algorithm given in Figure 3.3.
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(a,b,d-w,l,4)
(c,d,d-w,l,2) (a,c,d-w,5,5)
Figure 3.4: Time intervals of Spatio-temporal relations for disjoint-west
Figure 3.4 through 3.7 show time intervals of rehitions for each topological- 
directiomil relation type that exists in the example data of Figure 3.1, and Table
3.-5 through 3.8 show maximal sets produced for the corresponding topological- 
directional relations. For each pcxir of inverse topologiccxl-directional relations, 
time intervals and maximal sets are given for only one relation of that pair.
Maximal Set Common Time Intervcil
Mo - { (a ,6 ,d -w ,l,4 ),(c,d,d-w, 1,2)} [1,2]
Ml = {(a ,6 ,d -w ,l,4 )} [3,4]
M'z = {(a ,c,d -w ,5 ,.5)} [5.5]
Table 3..5: Maximal sets and corresponding common time intervals for disjoint- 
west
Theorem, 3.1 Let S denote the set of maximal sets. Common time intervals 
of all sets are totally ordered; i.e., let n be the number of maximal sets and 
<  .So, Co > ,  <  5i, Cl > , . . . ,  <  e„ >  be the common time intervals of these sets. 
4'lien
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(b,d„d-nw,4,4)
(a,d,d-nw,l,4 )
(a,c,d-nw,2,4) (a,c,d-nw,6,6)
Figure 3.5; Time intervals of Spatio-temporal relations for disjoint-north
(a,c,d-n,l,l)
i , d ,d -n , l ,3 )
2 3 5 6
Figure 3.6: Time intervals of Spatio-tempoi'al relations for disjoint-northwest
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(b,a,d-ne,5,6)
(d,a,d-ne,5,6)
(b,d,d-ne,5,6)
(d,c,d-nc,3,6)
(b,c,d-ne,l,6)
Figure 3.7: Time intervals of Spatio-temporal relations for disjoint-iiortheast
Maximal Set Common Time Interval
M\ = {(a ,c ,d -n ,l,l) ,(6 ,(i,d -n ,l,3 )} l U l
M 2 = {(6 ,d ,d -n ,l,3 )} (2.3|
Table 3.6: Maximal sets and corresponding common time intervals for disjoint- 
north
Co <  A  Cl <  ¿'2 A  ... A  <  Cji
liolds.
Proof 3.1 Let L be the set of common time intervals [3/,e/] tlmt hcis been 
produced by the algorithm ProduceCommonTimeIntervals (lines 1-5). All the 
intervals in L are totally ordered since for ench si =  e/_i 4 -1  (1 <
/ <  n). After the placement of spatio-temporal relations to the appropriate 
‘maximal sets., ¿ill the maximal sets are examined in the ascending order of 
the com-rnon time intervah. A common time interval is either expanded or it 
remciines unchanged. If the common time interval [6*/,e/] is expanded, then it 
becomes [6'/, e/+i] and the maximal with the comm,on time interval [.s/4.1, ci+\]
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Mcixirnal Set Common Time Interval
Mo = {(a ,d ,d -n w ,l,4 )} [1,1]
Ml = {(a ,d ,d -n w ,l,4),(a ,c ,d -n w ,2 ,4 )} [2,3]
Nh = {(a ,d ,d -nw ,l,4),(a ,c,d -nw ,2,4),(6 ,d ,d -nw ,4,4)} [4,4]
Ms = {(a ,c ,d -n w ,6 ,6 )} [6,6]
Table 3.7: Maximal sets and corresponding common time intervcils for disjoint- 
northwest
Maximal Set Common 'Time Interval
Mo = {(6 ,c ,d -n e ,l,6 )} [1,2]
Ml = {(6 ,c ,d -n e,l,6),(d ,c ,d -n e,3 ,6 )} [3,4]
M 2 ={(6 ,c,d -ne,l,6),(d ,c,d -ne,3,6),(6,a ,d -ne,5,6), 
(c/,a,d-ne,5,6),(6,(/,d-ne,5,6)}
[5,6]
Tcible 3.8: Maximal sets and corresponding common time intervals for disjoint- 
northeast
is deleted. Since e/+i <  the total order between the common time intervals 
does not change.
After producing all the maximal sets, these sets are stored in a B +-tree  
according to their common time intervals. Each entry in the SMIST-index 
points to a B +-tree. Since all the common time intervals of the sets ¿vre totally 
ordered, starting or ending frame number can be used cis key in organizing 
B+-trees.
Chapter 4
Query Execution
As we have stated before, queries of concern in this work ¿ire the ones that 
involve motion of multiple objects which is specihed by the change in objects’ 
relative sj^aticil positions. Therefore, a query consists of specification of rehitive 
positions of objects in a sequence of frames. This kind of ci. query is different 
from the one in which the trajectory of each object is explicitly defined. Thus, 
spcitial relationships between objects gain special importance for the queries of 
our concern. Another important property of such queries is tlicit identities of 
the objects are not specified. Therefore, to answer a query we have, to find a 
similar spcitial structure that is a set of objects whose spatial relations between 
each other is the same as that in the first frame in the query. Then, in order to 
decide whether it is actually the answer, consequent frames should be compared 
with that of the query.
The expensive part of execution of such a query is matching the first frame 
of the query with some frames in the database. Once a matching frame is 
found and object identities are specified, checking whether the objects’ spatial 
structure in the following frames is similar to the one defined in the query is 
straightforward. Therefore, we focus our attention on finding a similar frame 
for the first frame of the motion query.
Definition 4.1 A structural query Q is a set specifying the spatial relations
27
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between n objects O i,02, . . . ,o „  where each spatial relation tdi is a topological- 
directional relation;
Q { (^1) ^2? j 5 {O'l y O3, ) ·· · 5 (^1) i
(o2, Oj, tdi2\)i io'2^  O3, tdi22)i ···■> (^2) di2n— l) 1
d^lyi—C}^  (^ rt7 2^? d^^ j-j — 2)? ***5 7^1—ly — J
Definition 4.2 Let Q be a structural query, td{ be one of the topological- 
directional relcitions in Q, and rn be the number of relations of type tdi, then 
the projection of Q on tdi, PQtdi, is specified as:
T C^ tdi — \^ (^ oi\, Oj\, tdfi, {^ oi2, Oj2y tdi^,,,,, OjYii, td^fi
Definition 4.3 Let d{o\,02,tdi) denote a spatial relation between objects o\ 
and 02- oi is called the first object and 02 is called the second object for spatial 
rehition tdi.
In order to clarify these definitions, we provide the first Ixcune of an example 
motion query in Figure 4.1 and the application of the above definitions to this 
query is provided below.
Exam,pie 4.1 The structural query Q for the frame in Figure 4.1, which 
i;ontains three objects thcit are identified as x, y, and z, is
Q =  [iVy Xy d -n e ), {z, X,  d -n e ), {x, y, d -sw ), (z, y, d -n ), {x, z, d -sw ), {y, z, d-
s )}
The projection of the structural query Q on topological-directional relation 
disjoint-northeast is
PQd-7ie =  { { y , x , d -  n e ) , ( z , x , d -  ne)}
The set of first objects in PQd-ne is {yyz}  and the set of second objects in 
I Ijd—ne is {^ }·
After providing the basic definitions and examples, we can now present an
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Figure 4.1: An excunple of the first frame of a structural query
algorithm, which we call FindlntersectionofMatchSpace^ for query execution. 
The algorithm uses SMIST-'nidex that was described in the previous chapter 
and is composed of a filter and a refine steps. As the names suggest, the fil­
ter step eliminates some of the irrelevant data so that the whole search space 
shrirdis into a much smaller one, and the refine step uses this smaller search 
space and eliminates the remaining irrelevant data by checking all the spatial 
relationship constraints between the objects. As a result, exact matches, if 
they exist, are found. The next section explains the algorithm Findlntersec- 
tionofMatchSpace in detail.
4.1 An Algorithm for Query Execution
We call the filter step of our query execution algorithm FindValidIntervals. 
The main function of this step is to find intervals in which there exist enough 
number of relations from each relation type in the query. An interval [s, e] is a 
valid interval for structural query Q, if for each topological-directional relation 
tdi in Q , the following conditions hold:
1. There exists a maximal set M  whose common time interval [s ,^ e^ ] inter­
sects [s, e] and is composed of relations of type tdi.
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Algorithm Match
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16 
17
for each valid interval [5 , e] do
set rricitch set of each ob ject in the query to empty set 
for each tdi in motion query Q do
find the maximal set M , whose common time interval [sc, ed 
intersects [s, e] and is composed of relations of type tdi 
for each element e =  {oik.,Ojk,tdi) of PQtdi do 
if match set for oik is empty then 
assign S to match set for oa- 
else
compose a set S from the first elements in M
assign intersection of S and match set for oik to match set
for Olk
if match set for Ojk is enq^ty then 
assign S to match set for Ojk 
else
compose a set S from the second elements in M
assign intersection of S and match set lor Ojk to match set
for Ojk
find all possible permutations of objects by using the match set 
for each object
check consistency of each permutation
Figure 4.2: An algorithm for constructing the match set of each object
2. Cardinality of M  >  cardiiicdity of PQtdi.
3. Number of first objects in M  >  number of first objects in PQtdi.
4. Number of second objects in M  >  number of second objects in PQtdi.
The valid intervals found by using the data given in Figure 3.1 for the query 
shown in Figure 4.1 are [1,1] 5 [2,2], and [3,3].
After collecting such intervals in the refine step, the algorithm constructs 
a set for each object, which we call the match set. These match sets are 
constructed in the following way (Figure 4.2):
For each valid time inteiwal [s, e] and topologiccil-directional relation tdi, a 
■maximal set M  is found. The values an object can take are decided according 
to its position in PQtdi· If object is one of the first objects in PQtdn then
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its match set is intersected with the first object set of the maximal set M . If the 
object is one of the second objects in PQui·, then its match set is intersected with 
the second object set of the maximal set M. Table 4.2 shows the values each 
object can take for each valid time interval [s, e] and topological-directional 
relcition tcL.
As the next ste]^, for each valid time interval [.s,e], the match set for each 
ct is found by tciking the intersection of match sets from each topological- 
directional relcition tdi the object can take. Table 4.3 shows the match set of 
each object for each valid time interval [s, e].
If at least one object’s match set is empty in interval [.s,e], then there is 
no solution in that interval. Table 4.4 shows possible matches. The cilgorithm 
checks whether these matches satisfy all the spatial constraints.
Example 4.2 For the example query in Figure 4.1, Tcible 4.1 gives the first 
object sets and second object sets for each of the topological-directional rehitions 
d-n and d-ne in Q for Ccich selected valid time interval (i.e., for each of intervals 
[1,1], [2,2], and [3,3]). In Table 4.2, the set of objects that can be assigned to 
the objects y, and for spatial relations d-n and d-ne is listed. In Table 4.3, 
the match set of each object at a particular valid time interval is determined by 
taking intersection of the sets derived for spatial relations d-n and d-e for that 
time interval. After each object’s match set is determined, permutations cire 
produced. For [1,1] and [2,2], the permutation cannot be ¡produced since the 
match set of object y is empty for these time intervals. Only one permutation 
can be produced for the time interval [3,3] and it satisfies all the constraints 
specihed in the cjuery.
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[,s,e] tcli Maximal Set First Obj. 
Set
Second Obj. 
Set
[1,1] d — ne Mo = {(6 ,c ,d -n e ,l ,6 )} , [h] {c)
d — n Mo = {(a ,c ,d -n ,l,l),(i> ,d ,d -n ,l,3 )} {a , 6}
[2,2] d — ne Mo = {(6 ,c ,d -n e ,l,6 )} {^] {c}
d — n M l = {(6 ,(i,d -n ,l,3 )} [h] {d}
[3,3] d — ne M l ={(6 ,c ,d -n e,l,6),(d ,c ,d -n e,3 ,6 )} {b,d]
d — n M 2 = {(6 ,d ,d -n ,l,3 )} [h] [d]
Table 4.1: First object and Second object sets for each Vcdid time interval [s, e] 
and topological directional relation tdi
[.s,e] tdi First Obj. 
Set
Second Obj. 
Set
Obj. X Obj. y Obj. z
[1,1] d-ne {b} " {c } {b] {c}
d-n {a,b} {c, d} {a , 6} {c, d} - ·
[2,2] d-ne {b} {c} {b} {b] {c}
d-n {b} {d} {b} {d} -
[3,3] d-ne {b, d} {c} ib,d] ib,d]
d-n {b} {d} {b} {d} -
Table 4.2: Match sets for each object for each valid time intervcil [5,e] and 
topological-directional relation tcli
[s,e] Obj. X Obj. y Obj. z
[1,1] {b} { } {c}
12.2) {b} { } {c}
[3,3] {b} {d}
Tcible 4.3: Final matchset for each object for each valid time intervcil [s, e]
[s,e] Matches
[1,1] no match
[2,2] no match
[3,3] x =  b, y =  d, z — c
Table 4.4: Possible nicitches for each valid time interval [s, e]
Chapter 5
Implementation Details
One of the most important decision criteria for evaluating an index structure is 
the disk space it consumes. SMIST-index is based on the maximal sei structure. 
Since the elements of a maximal set are spatio-temporal relations, the upper 
bound for the cardinality of a maximal set is O(ri^) where n is the number of 
objects that ap23ear in a frame. Since each maximal set will not be of the same 
size, there is no choice other than using variable length leaf nodes.
If variable length leaf nodes are used, the maximum number of leaf nodes 
tlicit fit in a page will vary which is a problematic sitruition from performance 
point of view. Therefore, in order not to sacrifice the performcirice, we choose 
to save some i^art of the data in a maximal set M. The data consists of the 
following fields; Common time interval of M , the number of first objects in 
l\4, the number of second objects in M , and the cardinality of Ad. In order 
not to lose object identifications, which exist either as a first object or a second 
object in M , we store the objects in a suitable index structure. Before going into 
implementation details, we give the definition of a key term for this framework.
Definition 5.1 Relation set, Ri, of an object oi is the set of toj^ological- 
directioricil relations where for each spatio-temporal relation {oi,Oj,tdk,s,e),
tdi^  6  R- i-
Definition 5.2 First object set, Fi, for toiDological-directional rehition tdi is 
0(), oi, ··· , On-i where lor each Oj 6  F{ there exists at least one spatio-temporal
33
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relation (oj,Ojn,tdi,s,e).
To recall what algorithm Match performs mainly, for a query object it 
iincls the relation set, 72,¿, of Then, for each topological-directional relation, 
tdk G Rqi·, first object set, Fk is derived. The match set of object o,,· is set to 
Fjo n Fji n ... n Fjm- We can assign the same match sets to the objects in the 
query as the ones assigned by algorithm Match, by comparing the relation set 
Ri of object Oi in the query with the relation sets of the objects in the database. 
As a result if relation set, Roa^ i object o^ j in the database, is subset of
the relation set, Ri , of object Oi then Od- is added to the match set, Msi,  of o,;.
In order to perform efficient query execution, we produce relation set of each 
object in the database and store the relation sets in an RD-tree [12]. We keep 
a separate RD-tree for each frame.
RD-tree is an index structure for sets and it is a variant of the R-tree. The 
analogy between R-trees and RD-trees is that, a leaf node in an R-tree is of the 
form (data object, bounding box) while a leaf node in an RD-tree is of the form 
(base set, bounding set). Bounding box is the smallest n-dimensional rectangle 
that contains the data object. Bounding set is the smallest super set of the base 
set. An internal node of an R-tree is of the form (child pointer, bounding box) 
while an internal node of an RD-tree is of the form (child pointer, bounding set). 
Here, the botinding box is the smallest n-diniensional rectangle that contains 
all the bounding boxes of the entries in the child node and bounding set is the 
smallest super set of all the base sets in the child node. Figure 5.1 shows an 
R,D-tree, where at most two entries exist in a node, with the base sets:
=  2, 3, 5, 6, 9
A 2 -1 ,  2, 5 
,S’3 = 0 , 5, 6, 9 
,S'4=1, 4, 5, 8 
,S'5=0, 9 
6 '6=3 , 5, 6, 7, 8 
,S7=4, 7, 9.
In the leaf nodes, onlythe relation sets are kept. For ecich relation set Ri in 
a leaf node, there exists a file containing the record of objects whose relation
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S5 S3 S I S2 S4 S6
Figure 5.1: A sample Rr3-tree
S7
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sets are subsets of Ri. The record of an object consists of identification number 
of the object and its spatial positioning in the corresponding frame. Tables 5.1 
through 5.3 show the relation sets of the objects for the first three frames of 
the example data given in 3.1.
Object Relation Set
cl {d-w, d-nw, d-n}
b {d-e, d-n, d-ne}
C {d-w, d-s, d-sw}
d {d-e, d-.se, d-s}
Table 5.1: Relation sets of the objects for the first frame of Figure 3.1
Object Relation Set
cl {d-w, d-iiw)
b {d-e, d-n, d-ne)
C {d-w, d-se, d-sw)
d (d-e, d-se, d-s}
Table 5.2: Relation sets of the objects for the second frame of Figure 3.1
Object Relation Set
a {d-w, d-nw}
b {d-e, d-n, d-ne}
c {d-se, d-sw}
d {d-s, d-se, d-ne)
Table 5.3: Relation sets of the objects for the third frame of Figure 3.1
Figure 5.2 presents the algorithm MatchRelationSet which is analog of the 
algorithm Match given in Figure 4.2. Table 5.4 shows the relation sets of objects 
in the query given in Figure 4.1. In Table 5.5, match sets of objects, which 
are found by applying the algorithm MatchRelationSet, are shown for ecich of 
the Vcilid time intervals [1,1], [2,2], and [3,3]. Note that Table 5.5, which is 
constructed by comparing the relation sets of the objects, is the same as Table 
4.3, which is constructed by using the original SMIST-index.
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A lg o r ith m  MatchRelationSet
1 for each valid interval [5 , e] do
2 set match set of each object in the query to empty set
3 for each o,· G Q do
4 search the index /  for relation set, Ri, of o;
5 add all the relation sets to R
6 for each S Ç: R do
7 find the corresponding file E'
8 add all the objects in F  to the match set of o,·,
9 find all possible permutations of objects by using match set for each object
10 check consistency of the permutations
Figure 5.2: An algorithm for constructing the match set of each object by using 
the relation set of the objects
Object Relation Set
X {d-sw)
y {d-s, d-ne}
z {d-n, d-ne}
Table 5.4: Relation sets of the objects of the query given in Figure 4.1
[s,e] Obj. X Obj. y Obj. z
[1.1] {b} { } {c }
[2.2] {b} { }
|3,3] {6} {d} {c}
Table 5.5: Matchset for each object for each valid time interval [.s,e]
Chapter 6
Experiments
In order to evaluate the performance of the SMIST-index structure combined 
with the algorithms that we proposed with the framework in [18], cind to eval­
uate the properties of SMIST-index, i.e. to see whether it is sccilable to the 
number of frames and number of objects, we conducted a number of experi­
ments.
Before going into details of the specific experiments, we want to give some 
information cibout the experimental setujD valid for all the experiments we 
conducted. In our data, all the frames have equal number of objects. Objects 
are specified by their minimum bounding rectangles. Coordinates of the objects 
were produced randomly. Page size was set to 512 bytes and size of the buffer 
was set to 256K bytes. Least Recently Used (LRU) page replacement policy 
was used. The programs were implemented in C programming language and 
all the experiments were run on a SUN SPARC workstation running the Solaris 
operating system.
In the first experiment, we compared SMIST-'mdex combined with the Match 
RdationSet cdgorithm cigainst the Join Window Reduction algorithm (see Fig­
ure 2.1) combined with R*-trees. We conducted the experiment lor varying 
number of objects (from 10 to 100 in steps of 10) with 100 frames. The num­
ber of objects in the query was set to 10. The performance metric we used in 
the experiments is the number of disk accesses. Experimental results provided
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in Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1 show that as the number of objects increases the 
number of disk accesses performed by the Join Window Reduction algorithm 
increases faster than that of the MatchRelationSet algorithm. In order to ex­
plain the reason for that result, we would like to give a formula lor the number 
of disk ciccesses performed by our proposed model.
validiliter va Is
^ o f  DiskaccesssMiST =  Diskaccessps +  DiskaccessRSi (1)
¿=1
Here, FS and RS denote iilter and refine steps, respectively. Diskaccessps 
represents the number of disk accesses performed during analysis of the MIS- 
tree, which is a B-t--tree storing the common time intervals of the maximal sets 
produced for a particular topological-directional rehition. Since common time 
intervals of the maximal sets for a particular relation type ci.re totally ordered 
according to Theorem 3.1, the maximum value the number of maximal sets can 
take is the number of frames^. In determining the valid time intervals in the 
filter step, M/,S-trees of the relation types that exist in the query are cinalyzed. 
At the beginning, two MIS-trees are joined to find the intersecting time inter­
vals. These intersecting time intervals are used to search the MlS-tvees of the 
other rernciining relations. Therefore, the number of disk accesses performed in 
the filter step depends on the number of frames, the number of relation types 
that exist in the query, and the length of the intervcds during which the spaticil 
relation between two objects remains the same. In our experiment, we only in­
creased the number of objects in the database. The number of frames remciined 
constant. Since we posed the same query (with the same number of objects 
and the same topology) ecich time, the factor that changed the number of disk 
accesses performed in the iilter step is the length of the interval of the spatio- 
temporal rehitions which depends on the frequency of change in the topology 
of objects. In other words, it depends on how long the spatio-temporal relation 
between a couple of objects remains the same. Therefore, topology of objects 
is a stronger fcictor than the number of frames in determination of the number 
of entries in MlS-tvee. For instance, it is possible that even the number of 
frames increases, the number of entries in the MIS-trees may decrecise. Table 
6.2 shows the number of disk accesses performed in the filter step.
fit is the ca.se when each common time interval is of length 1.
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Disk accesses performed in the refine step (Diskaccessfis) is composed of 
two parts: accesses for finding the supersets of the relation sets of the ob­
jects in the query by secirching the RD-tree and accesses for reading the hies 
corresponding to the found relation sets. The maximum number of entries in 
the RD-tree can be the number of objects in the database; and the maximum  
number of searches done on the RD-tree is equal to the number of objects 
in the query. To optimize the number of hies read, relation sets which are 
subsets of other relation sets are not considered. The number of files recid is 
0(nd)  where Ud is the number of objects in the database, 'fable 6.3 shows 
the avei'cige number of hies read for each valid time interval. As it can be 
observed, the civerage values are much smaller than the number of objects in 
the database and sometimes it may decrease as the number of objects in the 
database increases. This is because the number of files read, which is equal 
to the number of relation sets that are not subset of any other relation set in 
the search result obtained from the RD-tree, mainly depends on the topology 
of the objects in each frame. Topology of the objects determines the number 
of different relation sets and the subset-superset relations between the relation 
sets hence the number of entries in the RD-tree. The number of files recxd to 
obtciin the coordinates of the objects is determined by the number of entries 
in the RD-tree and the topology of objects in the query.
Since the refine step is executed once for each valid time interval, the number 
of valid intervals also affects the total number of disk accesses. As the number of 
objects in the database increases the number of valid intervals also increases. 
Therefore, the most important factor that leads to the increase in the total 
number of disk accesses is the increase in the number of valid time intervals. 
This is the natural consequence of the increasing probability of the existence of 
time intervals which satisfy the constraints^ used in deciding whether a frame 
interval is valid or not.
On the other hand, the number of disk accesses performed by JWR  algo­
rithm is
^ofD iskaccessesjw R  ■ Nurnberofframes x Diskaccessmatch (2)
N^umber of f ir s t  o b jec ts , number of s eco n d  o b jec ts , and cardinality of set of s p a tio -te in iio ra l  
re la tio n s  of objects for a particular relation type in the query.
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Figure 6.1; Di,sk accesses as a function of number of objects in the databcise
since each frame is analyzed separately. During the match operation, an R*- 
tree is used. The R*-tree has entries as many as the number of objects in 
the database, and the number of disk accesses during the match is 0{nd).  
Therefore, an increase in the number of objects in the database sometimes 
causes a sharp increase in the number of disk accesses. We use the word 
“sometimes” because as it can be observed from Figure 6.1, sometimes the 
number of disk accesses remains the same even the number of objects in the 
da.tabase increases. This is because, the number of disk accesses changes only 
when the number of pages used by the R*-tree changes, and the number of 
pages used depends on the page size. Comparison of the two methods in the 
case of taking CPU time as the performance metric yields results parallel to 
the ones obtained in this experiment.
In the second experiment, we evaluated the MatcliRelationSet algorithm for 
varying number of frames. The evaluation was done for frame numbers=1000, 
2000, 3000, 4000, and 5000. The number of objects in each frame was set to 50 
and the number of objects in the query was set to 10. According to the results
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Number of Objects
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
SMIST-index
32
89
93
101
114
174
200
189
218
233
JWR
100
100
200
200
300
300
500
500
500
600
Table 6.1: Number of disk accesses performed with ,S7V//,S’T-index and JWR 
cdgorithm. Number of objects in the query is 10.
given in Figure 6.2 and Table 6.5, our model sccdes well with the increasing 
number of friimes. According to the formula (1) given above, an increase in 
the number of fi'cirnes affects both the number of disk accesses performed in the 
filter step and the number of valid intervals detected. Since both the number 
of objects in the database and the number of objects in the query are kept 
constant, the number of disk accesses performed for a single frame in the refine 
step does not change. We also analyzed the increase in the number of disk 
accesses performed in the filter step, and the increase in the number of Vcilid 
time intervals detected. The results are presented in Tables 6.6 and 6.7.
Since the number of frames is not the main factor determining the size of 
the M/,S-trees but the length of the intervals of the spatio-temporal, relations 
is, the number of disk accesses performed in the filter step does not increase 
sharply as the number of frames increases.
Бог the number of valid time intervals, the rate of increase as a function of 
the number of frames is approximately constant. As it can be seen from Table 
6.7, for each number of frames, about 20% of frames are analyzed.
Бог increasing number of frames SMIST-mdex performs less number of disk 
accesses than JWR algorithm.
In the third experiment, we calculated Precision for the results of the filter
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Figure 6.2: Disk accesses with SMIST-mdex as a function of the number of 
frames.
EXPERIMENTS
Number of Objects Disk accesses in FS
10 4
20 11
30 13
40 13
50 15
60 18
70 18
80 21
90 22
100 23
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Table 6.2: Number of disk accesses performed in the iilter step.
step. That is, we found out the percentage of the intervals in which exact 
solution exists out of the valid intervals detected. We conducted the experiment 
with 10 objects in the database and 100 frcimes. We posed queries with Vcirying 
number of objects (.3 to 10). The results obtained are shown in Figure 6.3. As 
the number of objects in the query increased, Precision tended to decrease. 
This may stem from the fact that as the number of the objects in the query 
increases, the number of the constraints also increases. The filter step analyzes 
only the number oi first objects, number of second objects, and cardiiudity of the 
set of the spatio-temporal velcitions for each topological-directional relation type 
in the query. This analysis is useful for checking whether a frame satishes the 
minirnums for the indicated information; but in this analysis the constraints 
between couple of objects are not checked. Therefore, the increase in the 
number of objects in the query increases the retrieval of false frames.
We also computed the number of valid intervals detected by the filter step for 
the same data used in obtaining the results provided in Figure 6.3. According 
to Table 6.8, on the average 17% of the frames are considered in deciding the 
exact matches in the refine step, which means that approximately 83% of the 
frcUTies are not considered. Considering the indicated value, the functionality 
of SMlST-index in reducing the search space is promising.
Finally, we found out the number of matches done by our proposed model 
and compared it with the maximum number of possible matches that CcUi be
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Figure 6.3: Precision for the filter step
EXPERIMENTS
Number of Objects Number of Files Read
10 3
20 5
30 3
40 3
50 3
60 5
70 6
80 5
90 6
100 6
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Table 6.3; Avercige number of files recid for each valid time interval.
done. Table 6.9 lists those numbers for queries with varying object numbers (3 
to 10). Data consists of 100 frames with 10 objects in each frame. Number of 
answers for each query is also provided in the same table. As it can be seen from 
the table, there is a huge gap between the actual number of matches performed 
by using index and the maximum number of possible matches that can
be done. Therefore, this is another evidence for the success of SMIST-index in 
reducing the search space.
Consequently, experimental results combined with the analysis of the prop­
erties of the SMIST-hidex imply that SMIST-'mdex is scahible both to increas­
ing number of frames and objects for the values we used in our experiments. 
'I'he main reason for its scalability to increasing number of frames and number 
of objects is that topology of the objects in the database is more effective tlnui 
the number of frames and the number of objects in determination of the values 
of important parameters such as the number of entries in M /5-trees and the 
RD-trees.
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Number of Objects Number of Valid Time Intervals
10 7
20 13
30 20
40 22
50 24
60 26
70 26
80 27
90 28
100 30
'Fable 6.4: Number of valid time intervals found in during the filter step.
Number of Frames Number of disk accesses
1000 1222
2000 2266
3000 3360
4000 4480
5000 5587
Table 6.5: Number of disk accesses i^erformed with SMIST-index for Vcirying 
number of frames. Number of objects in the database is 50 and number of 
objects in the query is 10.
Number of Frames Number of disk ciccesses in filter step
1000 112
2000 206
3000 345
4000 440
5000 532
'Fable 6.6: Number of disk accesses performed in the filter step for vai'ying 
number of frames. Number of objects in the datcibcise is 50 and number of 
objects in the query is 10.
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Number of Frames Number of Valid Time Intervals
1000 222
2000 412
3000 603
4000 808
5000 1013
Tcible 6.7: Number of valid time intervals detected lor varying number of 
frames. Number of objects in the database is 50 and number of objects in 
the query is 10.
Number of Objects in Query Number of Valid Intervals
3 20
4 20
5 20
6 20
7 20
8 20
9 12
10 5
Table 6.8: Number of valid intervals found in the filter step. Number of 
frarnes^^lOO and number of objects=10.
Number of Objects 
in Query
Number of Matches Number of Possible 
Matches
Number of Answers
3 1935 72000 372
4 2612 504000 87
5 2678 3024000 15
6 2704 1512000 19
7 2709 60480000 3
8 1617 1995840000 3
9 245 3991680000 1
10 94 .3991680000 1
Table 6.9: Number of matches performed compared with possible number of 
tmitches for queries with varying number of objects. Number of frarnes=100 
and number of objects=10.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we have proposed a new spatio-temporal index structure, which 
we call SMIST-index. The motivation stemmed from providing an efficient 
execution plan for one type of motion queries, in which objects’ spatial relations 
are specified for ci sequence of frames. Motion information is obtained from 
the change in objects’ spatial positions relative to each others. Assuming that 
object identification is not provided in the query speciiiccition, for a video 
with N  objects in ecich frame and a motion query with n objects there are 
N\/{N — ?r)! possible matches for the objects in the query. As N  gets larger 
compared to n, the number of possible matches becomes exponential to the 
number of objects in the query. Therefore, index structures whose use will 
decrease the number of ol)ject matches is of great importance as they will 
make it possible to answer such queries in a recisonable cunount of time.
We have shown through experimental results that SMIST-mdex reduces the 
search space considerably since it initially pei'forrns a filtering operation on 
the time dimension in order to find frames which probably include an answer 
to the query. In order to find out such frcirnes, some of the spa.tial constraints 
l)etween the objects in the query are compared against the constraints stored in 
the datcibase. Following the filtering, ti refine step further aiicdyzes the filtered 
frames to find exact matches.
49
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We have comiDared SMIST-index with the Join Window Reduction algo­
rithm combined with R*-trees (see [18]). In the Join Window Reduction cilgo- 
rithni, there is no reduction of the search space on the time dimension. As a 
result, the frames of a video have to be analyzed separately. The experimented 
results lead to the observation that SMIST-'máex clearly outperforms the Join 
Window Reduction algorithm. The lack of temporality in the index structure 
that is used in their framework is the i5rimary reason lor the performance gap 
between our index structure and theirs.
We have also tested scalability of our index structure to increasing number 
of frames and increasing number of objects. The experimental results show 
that SMLST-index scales well as the number of frames or the number of objects 
increases. The main recison for its scalability is that the topology of the objects 
in the dcitabase is more effective than the number of frames in determining 
the number of entries in the MlS-tree. That is, the increase in the number of 
frames is not sufficient to increase the number of entries in the MlS-tree, which 
determines the number of disk accesses performed in the filter step. Similarly, 
the topology of objects in the query is more effective than the number of objects 
in the dcitabase and the query in determining the number of files read to obtain 
the coordinates and identifications of the objects. Only the number of valid 
time intervals is directly related with the number of objects in the database 
and the number of frames. However, the number of valid intervals detected is 
approximately 20% of the totcil number of frames cuid we believe tluit this is a. 
[promising reduction in the search space.
For additioncil future work, we would like to explore the flexibility of SMIST- 
index for its adaptability to applications that require frequent changes in the 
relative positions of objects. For instance, in multimedia authoring systems 
data is more open to such changes and we would like to find out the time 
complexity of reflecting such changes to MlS-trees. We would also like to in­
vestigate whether the execution of queries in which spatial constraints between 
the objects are given in a disjunctive form^ employs reuse of the information 
or not, cuid if so to what degree it does.
'E.g., object a is to the north or north-east of object b, object a is to the north-west of 
object c, and object b is to the west of object c.
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